CIVA is excited to announce a new traveling exhibition, *Time and Again*, a photography exhibition that invites recurring and fresh contemplation of the ordinary and extraordinary through the seasons of the Christian liturgical calendar.

**RENTALS BEGINNING ADVENT 2020**

**TIME + AGAIN**

Encounters with beauty capture our imaginations, animate our souls, and invite us to consider the meaning of our material world and the One who created it all. This exhibition bears witness to beauty as it appears to us in the complex landscape of contemporary culture.

**4-WEEK RENTAL FEE IS $600 PLUS SHIPPING**

**THE BEAUTIFUL**

Throughout the Bible, returning to our Creator the first fruits of what has already been given us—in talent, labor, and wealth—stands as a hallmark of God’s faithful people. In response to this ideal, twenty-five contemporary artists joyfully and creatively engage with this theme.

**4-WEEK RENTAL FEE IS $500 PLUS SHIPPING**

**REVEALED**

This exhibition features twenty-three works from the book, *Revealed: A Storybook Bible for Grown-Ups*. This collection of contemporary works, many created by CIVA member artists, features various printmaking techniques and covers the entire story of Redemption in all its raw, violent, and beautiful glory.

**4-WEEK RENTAL FEE IS $500 PLUS SHIPPING**  
* A COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF THE BOOK REVEALED IS INCLUDED WITH RENTAL.

**FIRST FRUITS**

*CIVA MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT ON RENTAL FEES. TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE AVAILABILITY OF THESE EXHIBITS AND HOW TO RESERVE THEM VISIT CIVA.ORG/EXHIBITS, EMAIL EXHIBITS@CIVA.ORG, OR CALL 608.433.9339.*